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WATCH
THIS
FIRST:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4Dwh
sggPIU Please Watch this to understand
why the hoax and what is the ultimate goal:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1Jmq
V4Agdo
1. Operation LightSquared
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LightSquare
d) is going to lead you into a solvable
rabbit hole to why the satellite hoax was
pushed. (Besides the obvious reasons) 2.
This document will set you free:
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congr
ess/house-bill/1678/text
(Section 2 will
open your eyes) 3. Pay close attention to
how LORAN came full circle and why. 4.
Im not giving everything yet, but its the
beginning of the end of the Satellite hoax.?
5.
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/07/us/pol
itics/07obama.html?_r=1
(As part of
Operation LightSquared)? 6. Please watch
this
short
video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soC7B
A-Q9bM
___________________________________
______________________ ((Do NOT let
the NASA trolls with their fake user
comments deter you) Take a peek at if you
want to a nice preview of this book (copy
and paste this): Satellite Hoax Ironically
proven by the Media, NASA, Google,
Facebook This link alone with Mark
Zuckerberg and Googles Titan Aerospace
program will sum it all up. You will see the
Google plane that takes pics from the sky
which others thought was a silly satellite
for Google Earth. YOu will also see
Facebooks new program. Both say They
hope one day to get internet service to
everyone LOL. If satellites existed we
wouldnt need drones or figure out ways to
get internet to everyone Go here for that
proof and to read about both programs.
http://topmobiletrends.com/look-sky-bird-p
lane-drone/
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Intelligence. Combined have written over
30 books.
Salisbury wrote Aerospace
Engineering for Dummies as well as
Quantum Physics for Dummies. He resides
in Nevada as well as Southern California
(Yucca Valley) and is a whistleblower. He
recently found out that Alex Jones works
for Time Warner Cable which means Jones
is a controlled opposition and lies about 20
percent of the time. Jones will not expose
flat earth or satellites because of his
employer TIME WARNER CABLE.
Unfortunately who also owns CNN. You
may want to type in right about now,
Operation Mockingbird. However, we will
cover that later... Time warner cable is
part of the Big 6 that control what the
world sees and hears. So beware of Alex
Jones, he caught me by surprise as I was
once a big fan...He is an actor that lied to
us all and was supposed to be on the good
side -Brett Salisbury C.S.N. C-3 NASA
just announced that the earth is Pear
Shaped (Absurd). Also please note: The
reviews are starting to come in with people
who have not read the book. The book is
NOT based on bible references, but do
offer a few at key points. There are current
experiments in the book that prove the
earth is not spinning AT ALL. Remember,
people are offended when you tell them
NASA is a joke and that its not possible for
anything to survive in the thermosphere.
They begin to troll the works written but
never prove anything. Read for yourself
and see what conclusion(s) you have about
the axis spinning ball globe. Its truly
ludicrous. Also preview the kindle edition
(even if you dont buy that version) as it
will show in color and more detail with
links about this book. And remember the
dome or tent in Isaiah 40:22? Even science
admits there is one now at 7200 miles
above the surface of the earth:
http://www.inquisitr.com/1638338/scientist
s-discover-an-invisible-shield-surroundingearth-baffled-at-how-it-formed/
The
follow up book that will prove everything
in this book that you need and is brand
new: THE BLUEPRINT By Brett
Salisbury. Its free on amazon kindle.
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However the soft copy will become your
bible.
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